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Abstract
The research via telephone survey is to understand the installation
rate situation of cable TV in Taipei, including the service quality of the
provider cable TV system in Taipei, the public channel programs, the
condition and satisfaction of cable TV in Taipei. Promoting a digital cable
TV service ways on installation rate, TV subscribers situation and
satisfaction, payment by groups, to extend an operation across a district;
And also penetrate mysterious shopper survey to understand the service
quality of the provider for cable TV system in Taipei; Additionally, in
accordance with general TV subscribers, the digital cable TV subscribers,
subscribers varied an expert familiar with cable TV production, and also
with the cable TV system operator. Performing focus seminar aims to
penetrate qualitative message to support telephone survey results, in order
to understand the quality of Taipei cable TV system services, and also the
satisfaction level of audience.
Based on time research indicate that residence cable TV in Taipei
city installation rate is 72.8%, households numbering of 757,197
subscribers. In other common level viewer habits, 43.0% of subscribers
indicate using wireless digital in watching TV programs, 40.1% use
internet in computer watching programs or content voice image, 39.4%
use cellphone or Flat-Typed computer watching program or content voice
image, 22.6% use Chung Hwa Telecom (MOD). Comparing with year
103 research results in using computer, cellphone or flat- typed computer
and internet TV box watching TV the ration level increase up to 12.7, 6.7
and 3.4% points.
Aside with the 1,100 MOD subscribers, 41.5% subscribers shows
daily using and watching MOD, the reason to choose installing MOD in
internet and
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satisfaction in the whole MOD service, among 38.8% systems cause the
full length and breadth of pictures are better and yet feel satisfy.
In 1,918 subscribers use cellphone or flat-typed computer,
39.8%subscribers indicate daily use cellphone or flat-typed computer
TV
-typed computer
watching TV or a motion picture types simplified form of Korean Drama.
In accordance with the cable TV installation at the present situation,
Taipei city residence cable TV installation rate is 72.8%, comparing with
year 103 survey result, installation decrease to 5.8% points, the reason in

As for the quality in gathering information, 91.3% of subscribers
consider that by watching with cable TV pictures is clear, as compare to
year 103 increase to 2.1% points. Among Li Guan cable TV subscribers
consider that clear picture level decrease annually, 67.4% subscribers
broken information experience increase annually. In year after 103 the
ratio increase high about six percent, program quality (including replay
situation), 63.8% subscribers are satisfied with the quality of TV
programs offered by the provider. Among Pau Fu cable TV subscribers
satisfaction ratio decrease annually. Nevertheless subscribers think that
present replay program situation are too many, ratio decrease
annually.58.6% subscribers consider that numbers of TV channels
provided a lot lately.
In terms of the service attitude (including reception rate), a year
lately, 37.7% of the subscribers had called the service center. After year
103 the experience in dialing customer service the ratio increases three
per cent. Among Tah An Wun San, Wan Shang, Lian Wei cable TV
subscribers got dialing experienced the ratio annually increase; inquiring
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TV breakdown p
way satisfaction, 74.0% subscribers are satisfied. Among Yang Ming San,
New Taipei cable TV subscribers satisfaction ratio annually increase, and
yet Li Guan, Lian Wei, Pau Fuh cable TV subscribers satisfaction ratio
annually decrease too; 78.0% are satisfied with the ability of the customer
service personnel handling questionnaire. Among Yang Ming San, Tah An
Wun San cable TV subscribers satisfaction the ratio annually increase, but
New Taipei city, Zhin Pihm Tau, Wan shan, Lian Wei cable TV
subscribers satisfaction the ratio however decrease; 88.0% are satisfied
with the attitude of the customer service personnel, the satisfaction ratio
annually increase. Among Yang Ming San, Zhin Pihn Tau, Wan Shang
cable TV subscribers the ratio annually increase, but Lih Guan cable TV
subscribers satisfaction the ratio however annually decrease.
As for the repair service (including home repair rate), nearly a year,
27.3% of the subscribers ask provider to send a good repair personnel.
Having maintenance experienced the ratio annually increase; reason
within handling a good repair, 57.4% of the subscribers system due to
good repair personnel; in viewpoint of repair speed, there are 60.8%
subscribers shows repair maintenance is within 24 hours upon the notice

Yang Ming Zan, New Taipei, Lih Guan, Zchang The, Wan Shang cable
TV subscribers accept within 24 hours repairing the rate annually
increase. Only Zhin Phin Tau cable TV subscribers accept exceeding 48
hours repair maintenance the ratio annually increase; 88.1% subscribers
are satisfied with their repairing capability. Among Zhan The, Wan Shang
cable TV subscribers satisfaction the ratio annually increase, Yang Ming
San, Lian Wei cable TV satisfaction the ratio however annually decrease;
90.3% subscribers satisfaction ratio annually increase.
In the aspect of subscription fee and payment method, 50.0% of the
subscribers consider that Taipei city government authorizing cable TV the
basic channel subscription fee (495/month) is reasonable. 44.1% consider
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s unreasonable. Considering reasonable price the ratio compared
with last year is 7.2% lower; Average in the part of cable TV hoping
monthly price 294.1 dollars. 57.4% subscribers consider that price
300~400 dollars is reasonable.
In terms of the public access channel, 29.7% has seen public channel
before. Among 25.5% of the subscribers feel satisfied with the contents of
the program, 42% are not satisfied; subject to community services; 35.6%
of the subscribers had watch cable TV self-made own channel, 6.2%
shows not satisfied with the content of the program.
In accordance with the government pushing all cable TV digitalized
69.9% subscribers shows they know; from digital TV installation present
look, 73.2% subscribers presently can watch by digital cable TV at home,
digital cable TV installation ratio annually increase, nevertheless 24.0%
of the subscribers do not install, the reason consider on not installing
ratio increase annually for not
wanting to spend much money.
Subject to Digital cable TV installation, 84.3% subscribers installing
a digital set-top box for a TV at home, for only one TV installation ratio
tal subscribers with
regards to the installing personnel explanation consider clear; for digital
cable TV channel service and program quality, 89.1% using digital
channel function, 69.3% of digital subscribers with regards to cable TV
using set-up box are satisfied for the convenient quality, satisfaction ratio
increase higher for 8.4%, 67.3% of the digital subscribers are satisfied
with the digital channels program quality, satisfaction ratio annually
decrease, among Yang Ming San, Lih Guan, Pau Fuh cable TV
subscribers satisfy ratio annually decrease. Only Wan Shang cable TV
subscribers ratio annually increase; 10.1% of the digital subscribers got
offer for extra additional purchase pay service.
When it comes to the satisfaction level of cable TV, 15.1% provider
consider offering service is better than last year, considering almost the
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same increase to 29.4% than last year, subject to related topic on digital
cable TV, 60.4% subscribers agree to take payment dividing into groups
in future, agreed ratio increase to 9.6% than last year; In view of people
basic channel watchers groups number, consider that 10~29 subscribers is
the most occupy 21.4% but in view for basic channels reasonable costs,
the most is 300~400 dollars occupy 25.7%; In extra additional purchase
pay channel group part inclination, 28.3% of the subscribers wish for
extra additional purchase, wishing ratio decrease lower than last year for
16.1%, among person wishing for additional purchase, 32.6% consider
that additional purchase cost of 100 to 200 dollars is reasonable. Besides,
if new provider join in future, there are 49.5% of the subscribers incline
to change for new provider, 29.0% of the subscribers indicate no
inclination, wishing ratio decrease for 16.1% lower than last year.
From the cable TV customer service, the research pass through
mysterious guest interview, mysterious guest on spot test understand
personnel service quality. With the mysterious guest telephone interview,
Khai Pih customer service personnel got the highest grade of 89. Facing
from every judgement, independent system Pau Fuh, Lian Weu reception
speed got grade of (9.1), Politeness (9.8) and service attitude (8.6)
average grade excellent than others, Chung Jia in notifying name got
grade of (97), average grade best than others. Khai Pih pdteness language
got grade of (9.8), professionalism power (9.6) and service attitude (8.6)
average grade best than others.
On the spot test results, Khai pih engineering service personnel got
the highest average grade of 92.4, Chung Jia in 87.3, independent system
however Lian Wei, Pau Fuh got 74.3, indicate that most provider
engineering personnel send all accepting home repairing within 24 hrs.
For techniques also reach the subscribers wish by facing every judgement.
for improvement day after day.
Regarding the symposium held for TV subscribers, TV subscribers
reported that the screen looks vague occasionally; subject to reply
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program, news channel, drama channel, movie channel and comments
about politics replayed program situation are more serious, according to
focal point symposium and meeting cable TV subscribers, regarding
installation informa
set-up box installation.
Digital cable TV subscribers shows that the whole digitalization
understanding comes from news report, promoted set-up box is mostly
and installed thru telephone introduction with regards to design quality
after installing feel satisfied with the channel category; But installing
digital set-up box at present, consider that installing personnel at
pluralism power explanation is not clear, suggest future provider trained
installing personnel to initiatively propagate digital service and also offer
simple easy reading the picture clarification and operation.
Pluralism TV subscribers consider that cable TV subscribers for the
category program mainly for news, drama, however cable TV best
channel are abundant but compare with other level channel, picture
quality are more worst, seriously on inserting commercial play, digital
set-up box remote control incessantly design, suggest that future provider
improve TV information reception quality, and also offer more pluralism
for channel choosing and fees collecting model.

cable TV, mainly comes from bottleneck pluralism level viewer
competition, the chief of cable TV organizer in accordance with the
pluralism level viewer must strengthenly control and strike a blow against
the pirated edition. To establish reasonable copyright market institution,
provider must devote techniques and content on turn pattern with division
medium on internet, maintaining unique and original quality program. In
public channel and selfgovernment help and self-made program, can think over to abolish
selftion. Rebuild
provider image, subject to digital cable TV development payment by
group must not decrease price and decrease price, must again increase
content quality improve competitive power; in the topic to go beyond
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district business, An illustrious fa
business profit, afraid that the provider new system long run business is
unsuccessful.
About the result of year-end inspection, customers partly complain
most on changing the way of using digitalization unfamiliar with the
operation aid. Had strengthen operation explanation training; in part of
self-made channel, provider request government needs to popularize
digitalization together with the provider. Assisting provider to popularize;
partly in future cable TV development suggested from government to
institute basic channel, certainly plan payment dividing into groups and
comply with payment by dividing groups and buffet.
For the institution in charge of, National Communication Committee,
digitalization flow down into a trend, conducting digitalization lead to a
cable TV industry, request must popularize cable TV digitalization
preferential; unify hardware specification of digital set-top box
accelerating the installation rate of digital set-up box. Digital cable TV
topic like the payment dividing into groups, to go beyond district etc. for
customer service and strengthen service personnel digitalize service
dealing with educational training.
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